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Builders’ Pain Points:
Top Liability Problems for Builders

Many builders and subcontractors have been convinced that useful insurance
doesn’t exist. Fortunately, that’s not true. Last year, Treacy Duerfeldt of the
NationWide Contractors Alliance joined Jared Gossett, host of Building Optimal
Radio for a conversation about why builders are often disappointed with liability
insurance. There are several links to short audio clips throughout the Newsletter
so you can listen in on their conversation. Just click on the links showing this
icon:

Not working with the right agent
Commercial liability insurance is not as black and white as other types of
insurance. Many builders want to work with somebody they trust and may resort
to an old friend or family member. However, liability coverage can mean the
difference between bankruptcy and a nice retirement for the builder, so
choosing the right agent is important. The complexity of understanding that is
required between the insurers, their underwriter and the contracts is formidable
and not for any insurance generalist. So, how do you select the right agent? Here
are some helpful questions:
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Are they giving back to the industry?
Are they committed to residential construction?
Are they involved in the education or government affairs programs of their
local home builder associations?
Do they ask good questions about coverage?
Can they explain coverage in a way that makes sense?
Are you comparing multiple agencies?
Are you evaluating the agent before you evaluate the product they offer?
Are they giving you coverage options to consider that go beyond just the
“bare minimum”?

Having a policy with the wrong insurer
Insuring home builders is a very “niche” segment of the insurance marketplace.
Large tract or multi-family builders have fewer than four or five choices in many
parts of the country. If the builder has a less than perfect loss profile, the choice
may only be one or two insurers. Every contractor is looking for Price, Coverage,
and Ease of Use/Acceptability. However, with the constricted market, the
builder will typically only get “two out of three” at best and sometimes only “one
out of three”. So, how can one find information about insurer reputation?
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Go online and research the insurance carrier to see how they have been
reviewed.
What kind of litigation have they been through?
What kind of complaints have been filed against them with the Insurance
Commissioner?
Have your attorney do a LexisNexis search regarding lawsuits filed against
the carrier.
Make sure that they have a rating of A- or better. (They don’t necessarily
need to be A+ rated).

Not understanding the difference between admitted-preferred and nonadmitted surplus lines
Builders are often told that the admitted carrier is approved by the State’s
Insurance Commissioner and therefore less likely to be a disappointment at time
of premium audit or claim. While being regulated by the State should be a plus,
for homebuilders in construction defect states, this is not usually the case. The
first role of the regulators is to look at insurer solvency: is the carrier taking in
enough money for claims they intend to cover?
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The regulator doesn’t necessarily focus on whether or not an insurer applied
numerous exclusions in order to keep rates low. So, are Non-Admitted Surplus
Line carriers and their brokers regulated?
Yes! While they are not regulated from a rate or filing point of view, they are
regulated for conduct. The insurance commissioner is looking to make sure
the non-admitted insurer is honoring their contract when it comes to time of
claim.

Inadequate subcontract and subcontractor paperwork
In some states, builders go without liability insurance and will tender claims to
the subcontractors involved in a problem. Even if a builder has their own
insurance and collects Certificates of Insurance to avoid audit penalties, they
need to make sure their files are “claims ready” and that they have a system to
tender the claim to the subcontractors’ insurance before submitting it to their
own insurer. Here are some key questions to consider:
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Is the builder getting full policy copies?
Who is doing qualified analysis of these policies?
Does the person doing the analysis have errors and omissions coverage in the
event the analysis is wrong at the time of claim?
Is the subcontract asking too much or too little?

Ineffective use of home warranties
Proper use of the home warranty can both protect the builders reputation, as
well as provide a means to reduce litigation. Builders may be disappointed if:
They aren’t effectively using their home warranty as a tool to define their
obligations and compel Federal arbitration in order to help prevent litigation.
Their liability insurer doesn’t recognize this and coordinate at the time of the
claim.
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Lack of quality assurance processes and documentation
Large, complex projects can be litigation targets. Having proper QA processes
and proper documentation of their inspections at key phases of construction can
help reduce the potential for disappointment in a number of ways, including:
Preventing the need for destructive testing.
Supporting trade accountability.
Reducing the possibility of the insurer paying a claim that wasn’t the insured’s
fault, protecting their loss history and the potential for premiums to be
increased down the road.
Reduces the need for the builder to pay a deductible or SIR associated with a
claim that shouldn’t have been paid.

The wrong definition of a claims trigger with a deductible per claim
instead of per occurrence
Occurrence based policies can offer the broadest coverage if not significantly
modified by endorsement. Policies that use a “Claims Made” or a “Manifest”
definition, are problematic. Here are some things to consider:
Is the builder OK if things that don’t “Manifest” during the policy period
aren't covered?
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Prior work exclusions
Honestly, you just need to listen to the audio on this one to learn what the Fat
Man in the Bathtub can teach you about the potential negative consequences of a
prior work exclusion.

Other key exclusions
All policies include exclusions. However, some exclusions are very problematic
for builders and trades. Builders can be disappointed if they are told that there is
no way to address or remove some of these limitations. Fortunately, there are
many strategies available to properly address or even remove key exclusions like:
Per Claim or Per Occurrence Deductible
If a specific flawed installation process or manufacturer is the cause of
distress for multiple home owners, how many deductibles does the
builder want to pay?
Earth movement/subsidence
Action over
Multi-family/tract
Cyber/Smart Home – Data related and more
Faulty Work
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Some of the content for this newsletter is taken from Episode #39 of Building
Optimal Radio, a podcast for custom builders and remodelers. Building Optimal
Radio is hosted by Jared Gossett founder and co-owner of Gossett and Company,
an innovative, employee-owned custom home building company in Austin, Texas.
Jared’s podcasts currently reach nearly 4,000 builders. The podcasts are very
technical, sell nothing, and are solely for the benefit of the builders and the
industry.
In Episode #39, Jared interviewed Treacy Duerfeldt of the NationWide
Contractors Alliance about Top Liability issues that builders face. You can find a
link to the entire episode HERE.

Want to learn more about how Wise Insure and the
NationWide Contractors Alliance might be able to
help you or the construction clients you work with?
Contact us today or call 360-464-2531.
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